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The young are willing to  

accept and respond positively 

to clarifications of their values 

and behaviour responses when 

objective and lasting points of 

reference are offered. Such 

lasting points of reference are 

available from the scriptures 

and the lives of the Saints of 

different religions. These 

Saints have lived the ñGOOD 

NEWSò to a heroic degree in 

their lives.  

Angry parents 

A óValue Clarificationô approach 

The negative remarks, and the   constant ñDOsò, and the ñDONôTsò irritate  

them. At the same time they are open to those who clarify their values, and  

behaviour patterns. When they get their own insights, and build up their own 

convictions they develop the óCULTURE OF DISCIPLINEô, which is  

internal and long-lasting.  
 

When the adults insist on instant, and immediate conformism to their requests, 

and   demands  without  adequate  reference  to Reason, Love, and God, the 

young react.  

 

Often the demands of the adults from the young are violent in their expression. 

Whereas when requests are made in a Non-Violent Communication (NVC) 

manner, and still better, when the requests are made in a LOVING QUALITY 

COMMUNICATION (LQC) manner the young welcome the accompaniment 

of the adults ï Parents/Educators.  

Instead of a  moralizing or modeling approach the young prefer to go 

through  a process of óValue Clarificationô. In this process one does 

not aim to instill any particular set of values. The adult helps the  

students to consider alternative modes of thinking and acting. The 

students are made to consider their actions to match their beliefs, thus 

bringing about an integrated and harmonious life.  

Young people crave for an understanding, and a 

non-judgmental adult ï parents, educators, 

counsellors to understand and accompany them.  

They are averse to and do not welcome adults 

who always criticize them, compare them with 

others and belittle them.  

Culture of Discipline is inculcated 

through the accompaniment of an 

adultð Parent or Teacher.  
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The Master calms the ñStormy situationò  

Unaccompanied youth in a group of drug addicts   
óGood Shepherdsô are able to foresee the dangers, and be present in their lives at the right time and 

accompany them, and lead them to ógreener pasturesô. While the young need to search for help 

from the right sources, it is equally important that the adults,  especially the parents and the educa-

tors, are able to ñsmellò the dangers to which their children or students are drawn to.  

Good Shepherd 

 

- Fr. Joe Arimpoor, sdb 

A good Educator/Parent practice the following qualities of a Good Shepherded in 

accompanying  the students : 

1. ACCOMPANY YOUR STUDENTS. BE PRESENT EVERYWHERE!  

            ñpresenceò of the educator in the midst of educands. 

             Is a welcoming presence ? 

             Is  a creative presence ? 

             Is  a loving presence ? 

             Is  motivating presence ? 

             Is  an incarnational presence ? 

A presence that helps the young person to grow and glow, giving full expression to his personality.  

       2. LEAD THEM TOWARDS A GREENER PASTURES 

                Inspire them with higher aspirations 

             Challenge them towards greater heights 

             Provide opportunities 

        3. PROTECT YOUR STUDENTS  

             Give them a feeling that you Care! 

        4. SPECIAL LOVE FOR THE WEAKER & PROBLEM STUDENTS ! 

        5. MAKE SACRIFICES: Show them that you can go extra mile! 

When the young undergo óstormy experiencesô in their lives, the need 

for the accompaniment of an understanding and loving adult is still 

more urgent. When such accompaniment is not available, they seek 

help from anyone. Often such guides may not be the appropriate ones. 

They may end up seeking help from friends who are immature, or vic-

tims of deviant life styles.  

Seeking acceptance to such groups as drug addicts, alcoholics, or those 

who live a deviant life without any reference to genuine moral values, 

force them to follow their dictates.  Often they provide half-baked solu-

tions that satisfy their immediate desires. Thus they end up in a worse 

situation than where they were with their óstormy experiencesô. Such 

lasting points of reference are available from the scriptures and the 

lives of the Saints of different religions. These Saints have lived the 

ñGOOD NEWSò to a heroic degree in their lives.  
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Program: PYYAR Movement 
Dates: 22 April to 3 rd May 2017  
Resource Persons: Mr. Bijaya Kumar Hembram and  Mr. Chandra Sekhar Nayak 
 

One of the great challenges in taking the PYYAR movement forward is the traditional mind-set of 

the elders. The well-to-do families have tendency to look down, and even belittle the poor and 

those of a different caste.  

 

The DBARK animators are convinced that change is possible even though it may be slow. The 

youth is the megaphone of todayôs society.  

 

They amplify the anomalies of our society where exclusion, and inequality are propagated into 

them though the PYYAR movement where they are convinced that ñAnother world is possibleò.  

Writing letters to their friends  

Both the PY students and YAR children are eager to join the PY-

YAR movement, to create a new world.  

 

The young in Ranchi express their enthusiasm in breaking all the 

traditional barriers of caste, wealth, and class to bring in the 

awareness of justice, and equality.  

 

The managements and teachers also see the value of PYYAR 

movement. The culture of solidarity is inculcated well in the stu-

dents through this movements 

òAnother World is Possibleó.  
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Program: PYYAR Movement 
Dates: 2nd April to 12 th April 2017  
Resource Persons: Mr. Bijaya kumar Hembram and  Mr. Gabriel Murmu 
 

FIG at PATNA  

PYYAR ORIENTATION  

PYYAR movement reaches Patna city. YAR children are 

contacted and enrolled from 18 slums, and corresponding 

PY (privileged young) are connected from leading 

schools.  

It is very challenging to plant a seed of PYYAR in the 

heart of the students.  

 

However many schools and centers are showing lots of 

attention to change this paradigm and want to give an op-

portunity to practice a humanitarian activity in the school, 

hence proving  

ñAnother World is Possibleò.  

When we gave an orientation to some of the  

students in a slum, one of the members said  

 

ñGod sent me an angel as a friend in my lifeò.  

 

We thought we are excluded from the society because we 

are not rich, and we have no influence .  

 

PYYAR movement gives us hope. It is wonderful to realize 

that we have friends from rich and well-to-do people. 

 

Together , surely we can create a new society where dis-

criminations of all kinds will be removed. There is no other 

way than genuine love for each others.   

òLove alone can do 

òAnother World is Possibleó. PYYAR Movement 
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74th birthday of our dear Fr. Joe Arimpoor  sdb 

 òLove is a Verbó by Gary Chapman. 

Born to Love and Serve 
Mr. Gabriel Murmu celebrates his 33 years of life 

DB Ark celebrated the 74th birthday of our dear Fr. Joe 

Arimpoor on May 19, 2017, which brought an ecstatic 

feeling for him. As he says that even if a man grows in 

age, the surprises which he gets make him animated and 

g i v e s  h i m  a  s e n s e  o f  c o n t e n t m e n t  

At Niagara, Fr.Joe thinks of the immense energy in the youth 

power. If only he could harness and channelize it to usher in the 

kingdom of God! 

Fr.joe is a man who likes to do research on any topic. But he  

always talks about Discovery, and Invention. He is man of  

innovation.  

 

His friends ask him from time to time: ñJoe, what is new in 

DBARKò Fr. Joe has always some new ideas and challenges  

before him.  

New projects are always in the pipe line. More meansï money 

and personnel-he will multiply himself to continue do mission of 

Don Bosco through Don Bosco Ark. 

òAs a well spent day brings 

happy sleep, so as a life well 

spent bring happy death.ó 

 

Leonardo Da Vinci  




